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Abstract: Secure document storage and retrieval is one among the critical areas of  research in cloud computing. Even 
though many searchable encryption schemes have been proposed, few of them aid efficient retrieval over the files which might 
be encrypted based totally on their attributes. We recommend a hierarchical characteristic-based totally encryption scheme for 
document series. Files with similar get admission to structure may be encrypted collectively. In comparison with the 
cipher-textual content coverage attribute-based totally encryption  both the cipher-text storage area and time expenses of 
encryption/decryption are saved. In order to improve the efficiency of search ,A depth-first search algorithm for the ARF tree 
is designed based on the analysis and a series of experiments are performed to illustrate the security and efficiency. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The cloud servers can  be more secure, flexible in various economic and personalized services compared with 
the local servers. Despite the advantages of cloud services, leaking the sensitive information, such as personal 
information, company financial data and government documents, to the public is a big threat to the data owners. to 
make full use of the data on the cloud, the data users need to access them flexibly and efficiently also to protect the 
confidentiality of the data properly while maintaining their searchability. An intuitive approach is encrypting the 
documents first and then outsourcing the encrypted documents to the cloud. We attempt to design a fine-grained 
access control mechanism for the encrypted documents which also support efficient document search in this paper 
we assume that the CA centre and the cloud server are trustable and it can distribute proper attributes to the data 
users and the cloud server we mainly restrict our attention to the process of encryption, document search and 
decryption. 

II. LITERATURESURVEY 

There are number of inventions for providing effective cloud computing. 

Wang S, Zhao D, Zhang Y[1] Came up with the concept of ABE(attribute-primarily based encryption) which was a 
good deal greater flexible than conventional public-key encryption. With the improvement and deepening of ABE, 

the green attributes revocation scheme is an essential part of ABE scheme, which is one of the problems for the 
application of ABE. We put forward the 2 revocation models, they're direct revocation version and oblique 
revocation model. To overcome this a single keyword seek scheme, namely the consumer can most effective search 

a single key-word. Here, the records owner extracted the key phrases from the record before encryption, and use the 
general public key for encryption. After that, the data owner sent the file and the index of the keywords to the cloud 

server. The user could generate the search token which he wanted to search and send to the cloud server. The cloud 
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server used the matching algorithm to find out the cipher text and returned it if the match was successful. This paper, 
proposes a encryption scheme based  on keyword  with attribute revocation. It not only supports the attribute 

revocation but also keyword search 

Y.Miao,J.Ma,X.Liu,X.Li,Q.Jiang,J.Zhang[2] Proposed  a primary cryptographic primitive called as 
characteristic-based totally keyword seek over hierarchical information  scheme by the usage of the cipher-textual 
content-policy characteristic-based encryption method, but this fundamental scheme cannot satisfy all of the suited 
requirements of cloud systems. It's miles already said that the single key-word search will yield wide variety of  
beside the point search outcomes and the customers can get admission to the unauthorized records with the antique 
mystery keys make this scheme now not scale well. Also propose  progressed schemes for the sake of supporting 
multi-key-word search and consumer revocation, respectively. The calculation overhead of our plans almost directly 
increments with the scope of clients' characteristics rather than the scope of traits in structures. Formal safety 
evaluation proves that our schemes are comfy towards each selected-plaintext assault nice-grained search over 
hierarchical records. Abks-hd permits a particular information consumer to issue the quest queries for hierarchical 
records in line with his detailed key-word without leaking the underlying facts. Besides, it can also gain the 
great-grained get right of entry to privilege manage. • versatile search functionalities.  

To keep away from returning many beside the point seek consequences, ABKS-HD-I permits statistics users to 
behaviour multi-key-word search for the sake of improving person search experience. In addition, ABKS-HD-II 
tackles the trouble of user revocation, which may yield unauthorized accesses with the old or previous secret keys. 

S.Zerr,D.Olmedilla,W.Nejdl,W.Siberski[3] proposed Zerber+R – a ranking model which takes into account 
protection saving  top-k recovery from a re-appropriated upset file. This paper tells a significance score change 
function. It makes congruity scores of different terms indistinct paying little respect to whether set away on an 
untrusted server they don't reveal information.Investigations the two certifiable informational collections that makes 
efficient utilization of data transmission and offers recovery properties equivalent with a normal modified index. 
Top-k is a standard IR method which affixes question execution and makes frameworks exceedingly adaptable. Be 
that as it may, ordering access-controlled data recovery is a testing undertaking on account of the affectability of the 
term measurements utilized for ranking. 

Y.Miao,J.Ma,X.Liu,X.Li,Z.Liu,H.Li[4] Introduced a multi-key-word search scheme utilizing zero-encoding and 
1-encoding. Provided security evaluation proves that this scheme is selectively cosy towards chosen-keyword attack 

in familiar bilinear group version, and sizable experiments the use of real-international dataset explains that this 
scheme can appreciably lower both computational and garage fees. Cloud-based totally cellular crowdsourcing has 

been an attractive way to offer information storage and percentage services for resource-limited mobile gadgets in a 
privateers-maintaining manner 

Z.Xia,X.Wang,X.Sun,Q.Wang[5] Proposed a protected multi-keyword  positioned look plot for encoded cloud 
information, which bolsters dynamic refresh activities at the same time like cancellation and addition of archives. 
Chiefly the vector space demonstrate and the broadly utilized TF IDF display are consolidated for file development 
and question age 

This scheme is designed to offer no longer only multi-keyword query ,accurate end result ranking, but additionally 
dynamic update on file collections. Aiming to obtain sublinear seek performance through exploring a special 
tree-primarily based index and efficient search algorithm. It prevents the cloud server from mastering extra records 
about the report series, the index tree, and the question. The cloud server ought to not be capable of determine and 
discover whether  encrypted queries are generated from the same search request 

J.Bethencourt,A.Sahai,B.Waters[6]. Proposed strategies used for encryption of information which can be stored 
confidentially even supposing the storage server is untrusted.. Even as this system attributes are used to explain a 
consumer’s credentials and a consumer encrypting records which determines coverage for who can decrypt. Hence, 
these strategies are conceptual nearer to traditional get admission to manage methods. 

This philosophy makes utilization of gatherings with proficiently processable bilinear maps, and it is the way to our 
security evidence, which we give in the nonexclusive bilinear gathering model. At long last, this model give a usage 
of framework to demonstrate that the framework performs well practically speaking. We give a portrayal of the two 
API and the structure of this usage. What's more, gives a few strategies to enhancing unscrambling execution and 
measure our execution includes tentatively. 
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Conspiracy Resistance and Attribute-Based Encryption The characterizing property of Attribute-Based Encryption 
frameworks are their protection from arrangement assaults. This property is troublesome for building cryptographic 

access control systems, else it is difficult to guarantee that a framework will display the ideal security properties. 

K.Hur,K.N.Dong,[7] proposed an entrance control system utilizing ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption to 
implement get to control approaches with proficient property and client renouncement ability. The very much 
controlled access control can be accomplished with the assistance of double encryption instrument that exploits the 
property based encryption procedure and choice of gathering key dispersed qualities in each gathering. The 
examination results characterize that the proposed plan is effective and secure. 
 

It awards get to appropriate to all the individual clients dependent on their attributes. An information proprietor is in 
charge of characterizing Attributes and implementing it all alone information by scrambling the information under 
the strategy redistributing it beforehand. The client is an element who needs to get to the re-appropriated 
information. In the event that a client comprises of a set of Attributes that are scrambled and characterized by the 
information proprietor, and isn't disavowed, at that point client can ready to decode the ciphertext and get the 
information. 

Wang,J.Zhou,J.K.Liu,J.Yu,J.Chen,W.Xie[8] It awards get to appropriate to all the individual clients dependent 
on their attributes. An information proprietor is in charge of characterizing Attributes and implementing it all alone 
information by scrambling the information under the strategy redistributing it beforehand. The client is an element 
who needs to get to the re-appropriated information. In the event that a client comprises of a set of Attributes that are 
scrambled and characterized by the information proprietor, and isn't disavowed, at that point client can ready to 
decode the ciphertext and get the information. 

 Cloud authority can only have privilege to create or remove the domain(private cloud authority) in cloud and they 
can maintain all the details in overall cloud Domain authority can create or remove the users inside the domain this 
users are called private users . Users are two types private cloud user and public cloud user’s Private cloud users are 
depends the domain Public users under cloud authority. 

It awards get to appropriate to all the individual clients dependent on their attributes. An information proprietor is in 
charge of characterizing Attributes and implementing it all alone information by scrambling the information under 
the strategy redistributing it beforehand. The client is an element who needs to get to the re-appropriated 
information. In the event that a client comprises of a set of Attributes that are scrambled and characterized by the 
information proprietor, and isn't disavowed, at that point client can ready to decode the ciphertext and get the 
information. 

 

G.Wang,Q.Liu,J.Wu[9] Permits customers to remotely keep their data into a cloud a good way to enjoy scalable 
services on-demand. In particular for small and medium-sized corporations with restrained budgets, they can reap 
fee financial savings and decorate productivity through the use of cloud-primarily based offerings if you want to 
manipulate initiatives and  to make collaborations.In order to preserve the sensitive user confidential data against 
untrusted parties, a natural way is to apply cryptographic approaches, by providing decryption keys for only 
authorized users. In the event that association clients shows secret information to transfer on distributed storage, at 
that point encryption framework ought not just receive and bolster legitimately distributed access control, yet 
additionally gives superior and adaptability, to serve the necessities of getting to information whenever and 
anyplace.In this paper, we propose a plan to help ventures to effectively share classified information on cloud 
servers. The objective is to join the various levelled personality based encryption (HIBE) framework and the 
ciphertext-approach trait based encryption (CP-ABE) framework. 
 
The fundamental structure through the process is to help the endeavour clients to productively share private 
information on cloud servers and to make our plan increasingly pertinent in distributed computing by accomplishing 
fine-grained get to control elite, practicability, and versatility. 
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Z.Wan,J.Liu,R.H.Deng[10] proposed hierarchical attribute-set-based encryption  (HASBE) by broadening 
ciphertext-approach characteristic set-based encryption (ASBE) with a various levelled structure of clients. This not 
just accomplishes versatility in light of the progressive structure yet additionally acquires adaptability and access 
control by supporting of ASBE. HASBE utilizes various esteem assignments to get to lapse time so as to manage 
client disavowal effectively than existing plans. We actualize our plan and show it is both proficient and adaptable in 
managing access control for prepared information in distributed computing with a few investigations 

The customary strategy is utilized to ensure delicate information re-appropriated to outsiders encoded information 
on servers, whereas the unscrambling keys are given to just approved clients. There are a few disadvantages about 
this arrangement. This requires an effective key administration system so as to disperse decoding keys to approved 

clients, which has been demonstrated as extremely troublesome.. In the event that already authentic client was 
denied, those related information must be re-encoded to get new keys to appropriate existing genuine clients once 

more. Imperatively information proprietors must be in online constantly to scramble or re-encode information and 
disseminate keys to approve clients. 

 

H.Deng,Q.Wu,B.Qin,J.Domingo-Ferrer,L.Zhang[11] expounds ABE and propose another flexible cryptosystem 
alluded to as ciphertext-arrangement various leveled ABE (CPHABE). Here the qualities are composed in a 
framework and the clients having more elevated amount characteristics can appoint their entrance rights to the lower 
level clients. These highlights empower a CP-HABE framework to have a substantial number of clients from various 
associations by designating keys, e.g., empowering proficient information sharing among progressively sorted out 
extensive gatherings. We build a CP-HABE conspire with short ciphertexts. The strategy that indicates what 
characteristics the expected decryptors ought to have. ABE into two key-Policy ABE (KP-ABE) and 
ciphertext-approach ABE (CP-ABE). In KP-ABE, credits are utilized to connect with ciphertexts and access 
arrangements over these credits are attributed to clients' mystery keys. The encryptor just has to know the open 
properties of the potential decryptors. CP ABE is like KP-ABE, then again, actually the entrance arrangement is 
related with each ciphertext and a mystery key is related to a client's traits. It permits the encryptor to relate the 
ciphertext with an entrance strategy indicating the properties that the approved decryptors ought to have. 
 
 This paper address the inspiring application situation with another cryptographic crude alluded to as hierarchical 
attribute-based encryption (HABE). Seeing that numerous traits are various levelled in reality, in HABE the 

characteristic universe is organized in a network with the end goal that the properties higher in the chain of 
command (for example administrator) sit in upper dimensions of the framework while properties lower in the chain 
of command (for example engineer) sit in lower dimensions of the lattice. This game plan normally prompts the idea 

of progressive characteristics or trait vectors, which can be shaped by inspecting qualities from an upper dimension 
to a lower level. 

E.Luo,Q.Liu,G.Wang[12] propose a hierarchical multi-authority and attribute-based encryption(HMCPABE) 
sidekick disclosure scheme subject to CP-ABE. The attribute credit subsets to accomplish adaptable access control, 
which amends the issue of single-point disappointment and execution bottleneck. 
 
introduced a Trusted Third Party (TTP) to ensure the security and privacy in the process of friends discovery. 
However, for a single TTP, there may exist single-point failure and performance bottlenecks. At the same time, the 
TTP is responsible for management of all user’s secret keys, therefore there is a key management risk. proposed the 
access control protocol based on the single authority, which used attributes to encrypt the message, and decrypt the 
message through authorized certification center, so as to provide a fine-grained access control for the attributes 
matching and sharing of message. 

Through the establishment of multi-authorities in key management, each user’s attributes and the user’s private key 
are associated, which can avoid the risk of leakage caused multi-user key sharing. Through the management and 
calculation of key in the multi-authorities system, the single point failure and performance bottleneck are avoided. 
Through the setting of the secure access permissions, only the user who satisfies the access policy can decrypt the 
corresponding ciphertext to achieve the fine-grained access control. 
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III. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

   This approach is mainly related with two research fields of cloud computing, ciphertext-policy attribute-based 
document encryption and encrypted document retrieval. The related work in these two fields is provided in the 

following: 

   A practical hierarchical attribute-based document collection encryption scheme is proposed in which the documents 
are organized and controlled based on attributes. The proposed scheme can greatly decrease the storage and 
computing burdens.  

We map the documents to vectors in which both the keywords and associated attributes are considered. The ARF 
tree is proposed to sort out the archive vectors and bolster time-effective report recovery. What's more, a depth-first 
search calculation is structured. 

   A thorough simulation is performed to illustrate the security, efficiency and effectiveness of our scheme. 
Specifically, the proposed encryption scheme performs very well in both time and storage efficiency. In addition, 
our scheme also provides efficient and accurate document retrieval method. 

 

Fig 

ure 1: Flow Diagram 

The data owner is responsible for collecting and pre-processing the documents, and then obtains a set of high quality 

files F. He sets the attributes for each document and then hierarchically encrypts the document collection based on 
attributes. In addition, an index vector is extracted from each document based on the document’s content and 

attributes. An index structure I is constructed based on the index vectors of the documents. At last, both the 
encrypted documents C and encrypted index structure are sent to the cloud server. The cloud server is responsible 

for storing the encrypted documents and executing document search based on the index structure 

When a data user wants to search a set of interested documents, she first needs to register herself as an authorized 
data user at the certificate authority (CA) center. Then, if possible, several attributes selected from A are assigned to 
the data user by CA and a corresponding secret key associated with these attributes is sent to the data user. At last, 

the data user can send a query request Q to the cloud server. 

Once a query is received from a data user, the cloud server first communicates with the CA to check the legality of 
the data user and her attributes. If the data user is authorized, the cloud server searches the index structure to obtain 

the search result SR. Then the corresponding encrypted documents are extracted from the encrypted document 
collection C and sent to the data user. At last, the data user decrypts the documents by her secret key. Note that, the 

legality checking functionality is optional which can be employed to improve the security level of the whole system. 
With legality checking, the data users who didn’t register themselves in the CA centre cannot search the interested 
documents
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TABLE 1: SURVEY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
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IV PROPOSED WORK 

As per the survey, various Encryption techniques used are simple functionalities are not satisfied by the Cloud users. 
Hence we proposed Attribute-based encryption techniques in the security schemes in cloud infrastructure 

 

Figure 2: Architecture Diagram 

MODULES: 

1. Data Owner 

2. Data User  

3. Cloud Authority 

4. Cloud Server 

Data Owner: Data owner is the responsibility for uploading the files to the cloud server and those files are secured 

by key which generated by the cloud authority. Here the datasets are encrypted by using attribute-based encryption 
algorithm (ABE). 

Data User: Data user is the responsibility for downloading the files from the cloud server and the downloading 

process makes by the user who gets authorized from the cloud authority. Here the datasets are retrieved by using 
hierarchical-attribute based encryption algorithm (HABE). 
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Cloud Authority: Cloud authority is the responsibility of key generation, transmission of key to the data user and 
data owner and also they provide authorization. Here the multiple files are stored in the form of ARF-tree and those 

are searched and retrieved by using depth-first search algorithm, HABE. 

Cloud Server: Cloud server is the storage space. Here the manager is the responsibility for viewing and updating 
multiple files in the cloud server. The person is the responsibility for maintenance and management system for the 

files storage. 

 

In the proposed system, a set of documents can share a same integrated access tree and be encrypted 
together rather than being encrypted individually. In this way, both the cipher text storage space and time costs of 

the encryption/decryption are saved. The security of the proposed scheme is proved theoretically and its 
effectiveness is also evaluated by simulation. 

To support accurate and efficient document search over the encrypted documents, the index structure is constructed 

based on the TF-IDF model. This model implements the similarity function between the document vectors based on 
their relative similarities in the ARF tree. 

A sensible hierarchical attribute-based document assortment encryption scheme is projected during which the 

documents are organized and controlled supported attributes. The projected theme will greatly decrease the storage 
and computing burdens.  We have a tendency to map the documents to vectors during which both the keywords 

and associated attributes are considered.  

The ARF tree is projected to arrange the document vectors and support time-efficient document retrieval. 

Additionally, a depth-first search algorithm is designed. A radical simulation is performed to illustrate the security, 
potency and effectiveness of our theme.  Specifically, the projected encryption scheme performs fine in each time 
and storage potency. 

V RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section will showcase the difference  between  the  two types of encryption categories by implementing 
symmetric  and  asymmetric  algorithms in cloud. The underneath referenced graph depicts the running time 
which is determined like a flash and the Input size is taken in kilobytes. 

 
Figure 3: Time efficiency of symmetric algorithm 

  
Based on the analysis from these figures, the following can be concluded:  
i. The data  transformation run time on  the cloud network is fast.  
 
ii. The rise of the  input  file size  led  to the  decrease of  the running time. The AES is the fastest symmetric 
system since it appreciates the versatility dependent on various equipment, just as it very well may be executed 
essentially. 
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Figure 4: Time efficiency of RSA and the DH 

 
The above figure demonstrates the running time of the execution for the RSA and the DH calculations on 
the cloud network. The figure demonstrates that the RSA calculation is quicker than the DH calculation. 
Besides, all calculations in the two classes (symmetric and asymmetric) appreciate the back-wards extent 
connection between the running time and the info document estimate, aside from the RSA calculation. 
The RSA running time changes marginally with the info record measure increment. Finally, after the 
encryption procedure is done, the symmetric strategies will change the information record size to get back 
the scrambled document. In any case, the asymmetric techniques keep the info document measure all 
things considered after the encryption procedure 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of efficiency of encryption and decryption technique 

 

Figure 6 :Search time of a query 
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VI CONCLUSION 
 
We assume that the CA centre and the cloud server are trustable. Specifically, the CA center can distribute proper 
attributes to the data users and the cloud server can execute all the instructions honestly. We further assume that the 
data users are greedy and attempt to obtain as many plain text files as possible. The data users try to collide with 

other users to decrypt the encrypted documents. For a data user with an attribute set, she needs to store only one 
secret key and the key can be used to decrypt all the documents that have legal attributes. The search results are 

accurate according to the data user’s search request. Our scheme aims to achieve logarithmic search efficiency over 
the encrypted files in general and at least sublinear search efficiency in the worst case. 
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